A model has been derived for calculating the effects of stability and the finite height of the planetary boundary layer upon the long-term mean wind profile. A practical implementation of this probabilistic extended similarity-theory model is made, including its incorporation within the European Wind Atlas (EWA) methodology for site-to-site application. Theoretical and practical implications of the EWA methodology are also derived and described, including unprecedented documentation of the theoretical framework encompassing vertical extrapolation, as well as some improvement to the methodology. Results of the modelling are shown for a number of sites, with discussion of the models' efficacy and the relative improvement shown by the new model, for situations where a user lacks local heat flux information, as well as performance of the new model using measured flux statistics. Further, the uncertainty in vertical extrapolation is characterized for the EWA model contained in standard (i.e. WAsP) wind resource assessment, as well as for the new model.
INTRODUCTION
In order to provide better estimates of wind energy production at heights above the atmospheric surface layer (z >∼50 m), the extrapolation of measured statistics requires a model for the wind profile that is applicable over typical turbine lifetimes. * Starting with Monin-Obukhov (M-O) similarity theory [1] , models for the wind profile that include the effects of atmospheric stability have been accepted and employed for several generations. However, wind profile forms based on M-O theory are not expressly derived for application to wind characterization over the long-term (i.e. years), nor for use above the atmospheric surface layer. Power-law formulations are sometimes used for both 10-minute and long-term use in wind energy (e.g. [2] , and implicit in the IEC standard [3] ). However, these power-law forms lack any systematic or universal description of the connection or difference between short-and long-term wind profiles, and have only just begun to have useful theoretical or physical connection to geostrophic theory [4] and stability measures [5] . Swift&Dixon [6] did examine power-law exponent variation and connection to the log-law over the ocean, with some consideration of the effect of a z-dependent power law upon the Weibull parameters, but this was focused on the sea-induced speed-dependent roughness and subsequent change in Weibull shape. Two-layer models (which generally patch an Ekman-layer form above to some surface-layer form) have existed for some time (e.g. [7] , [8] , [9] ), but have been generally idealized and not applied in wind energy; however, recently Optis et al. [10] examined the mean performance of the two-layer model of Emeis et al. [11] in stable conditions. Kelly & Gryning [12] derived a statistical long-term wind profile model based on M-O theory by incorporating distributions of stability, then further generalized this probabilistic profile to extend the 'tall' profile model of [13] for use with long-term wind statistics. Here the label 'long-term' implies time scales on the order of several decades, i.e. the expected lifetime of a wind turbine.
The current de-facto standard for extrapolating measured winds for long-term wind energy predictions, contained within the European Wind Atlas ('EWA') [14] methodology implemented in software such as 'WAsP', does not explicitly specify a wind profile. Instead the EWA method calculates stability-induced deviations from the logarithmic wind profile, by applying perturbation theory to both the M-O form for the wind profile and to the geostrophic drag law. In effect the EWA framework for extrapolating winds includes a local or 'micro-scale' component, operating on wind statistics observed at a single location, as well as a larger-scale (geostrophic) part in its modeling. The EWA method uses this prescription for long-term wind variance also, to give a coupled formulation for the extrapolation of both wind speed and Weibull shape parameters-and subsequently wind energy density [15] -affected by geostrophic-scale stability perturbations.
In this paper we adapt and augment the long-term wind profile model of Kelly & Gryning [12] to function within the EWA framework [14] ; i.e. we modify the presumably micro-scale profile to account for geostrophic-scale influences. We also show how the probabilistic profile of [12] (or potentially other scalar wind profile forms) can be made consistent with the geostrophic basis of the EWA, for practical modeling of the profiles of wind statistics. This includes elaboration of theoretical details of the EWA methodology as well as some further refinement of the method, outlining both theoretical and practical consequences of its use and adaptation.
THEORY, DEVELOPMENT, AND MODELING
We use the assumption that wind speed observations U , when averaged over a period of 10-30 minutes (typical in wind energy) and taken over sufficiently narrow wind sectors (typically ≤∼ 30
• ) over one or more years, have a probability distribution function (PDF) described by a two-parameter Weibull form
with scale parameter A and shape parameter k. For a wind speed probability distribution of the Weibull form (1), the n th moment of the wind speed is given by
where angle-brackets denote an average over one or more years, and Γ{x} is the Gamma function. So the profile of longterm mean wind speed is A(z)Γ{1 + 1/k(z)}; its height dependence is predominantly contained in the scale parameter profile A(z), though a non-negligible contribution from k(z) can affect the vertical variation of wind power density via profiles of higher moments of wind speed [15, 16] .
Long-term probabilistic wind speed profile
As a statistical extension of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, [12] derived the profile of long-term dimensionless mean wind speed, based on their universal form for observed dimensionless stability distributions. The latter was derived as a two-sided probability density of inverse Obukhov length L −1 for stable and unstable conditions, which we denote by subscripts "+" (L −1 >0) and "−" (L −1 <0) respectively:
The (inverse) Obukhov length is defined here as L −1 = −κ(g/T0)H sfc /u 3 * 0 , i.e. through the kinematic flux of virtual temperature H sfc = wTv (i.e. heat flux per mass, accounting for humidity), friction velocity u * 0 ≡ [(uw) 2 + (vw) 2 ] 1/4 , and temperature T0 in the surface layer, † with g =9.8 m s −2 the gravitational acceleration and κ=0.4 the von Kármán constant. Here {n+, n−} are the respective fractions of occurrence of stable and unstable conditions, which together with C±/σ±Γ(
of variations in L −1 observed in the atmospheric surface layer over the course of years (here 'observed' connotes time averages generally taken over 10-30 minutes), for each side of the distribution (i.e. stability regime); they are proportional to the width of the L −1 distribution for stable and unstable regimes, respectively. The σ± are found as in [12] via the longterm standard deviation of the heat fluxes {H+, H−} and mean friction velocity u * 0 , for stable and unstable conditions, respectively:
where ± denotes an average taken (separately) over either stable or unstable conditions. The stability variability parameters σ± can thus be calculated from (4) via observed mean friction velocity and r.m.s. heat flux under stable and unstable conditions, respectively. ‡ We note that temperature gradients cannot be relied upon for this purpose, as they do not reliably give universal stability distributions (c.f. [12] ); among other issues, temperature signals measured at significantly different heights tend to fall within the surface layer for different proportions of time over the long term, and have statistically different behavior (see e.g. [18] ). We also re-iterate the finding of [12] that it is the widths of the stable and unstable distributions which moderate the long-term wind profile, thus attempting to define some 'mean stability' (1/ L for example) is not useful without more information.
[12] further generalized and adapted the 'tall' wind profile of [13] -which includes the effect of atmospheric boundary-layer depth h through height-varying friction velocity u * (z/h) and geostrophic wind speed G = U | z=h -to a climatological-mean form usable for wind resource estimates. The distribution (3) facilitated finding such a form for the mean wind profile. Using representative values h eff and geostrophic wind speed G eff (as well as a mean roughness z0m, which is done implicitly but without acknowledgement in most wind resource estimates), then integrating the product of P (L −1 ) and the wind profile over L −1 approximates the ensemble-mean of the "tall" wind profile. Integrating the product of U/u * 0 and P (L −1 ) over L −1 (using a generalized version of [13] 's profile for U/u * 0) produces [12] kU u * 0
where u * 0 is the surface-layer friction velocity, ψ z ≡ z −1 z z 0 ψ (z)dz is the long-term stability correction averaged up to height z, and s eff ≡ kh eff u −1 * 0 dG/dz is the mean dimensionless ABL shear. § To get (5) we have defined the effective climatological (mean) geostrophic wind speed G eff as the corresponding mean wind speed evaluated at the effective ABL depth,
eff is the long-term mean inverse ABL depth, which is somewhat biased by stable conditions so that h eff ∼300-500 m, consistent with the distributions P (h) given by [20] (c.f. also [15] ).
Compared with a logarithmic profile, the mean profile (5) consists of the Monin-Obukhov ("M-O") profile [21] in climatological form (log-law with mean stability correction ψ ), plus terms representing the combined effect of stability and height-dependent friction velocity u * (z/h), a 'matching' term which helps to drive U towards G eff as z → h eff , and a geostrophic shear term (which can be due to e.g. large-scale horizontal temperature gradients, i.e. thermal wind). The matching coefficient h eff /2 eff mid is the difference between κG eff / u * 0 and the vertically averaged dimensionless M-O profile evaluated at h eff , minus the geostrophic shear contribution [12] :
For simplicity and consistency with the value implicit in the original 'tall' profile form of [13] ,we take the effective longterm dimensionless geostrophic shear to be unity, s eff = 1; thus the last term of (5) vanishes, as does the corresponding s eff contribution to mid in (6) . The use of (3) also led to a probabilistic long-term mean stability correction in (5), of the form
‡ Over land one can use u * 0 ± u * 0 without breaking it into separate means for stable and unstable conditions, because doing so has a minor effect on σ ± in most situations-as noted by [12] , who also state that the σ ± are defined as in (4) [12] ). For practical use, because of the dominance of the stable-contributions, for n+ > 0.1 (i.e. stable conditions occurring at least 10% of the time, which is rarely ever violated) we recommend approximating the vertical-mean correction in (5) by
We also suggest using a 'default' value of eff mid = h eff /2, consistent with the findings reported in [13] and noting further that the term with this coefficient has the weakest z-dependence of the three correction terms in (5); furthermore, this weak z-dependence can also change character if the friction velocity profile u * (z/h) is prescribed differently (e.g. if u 2 * is made to be linear in z/h). We also use the approximation for the mean unstable correction noted in the Appendix of [12] :
where
is the Monin-Obukhov stability correction function that gives the appropriate behavior in the limit of free convection, with β 12 (as in e.g. Carl et al. [22] ). Using (8) and the approximations above including a 'default' eff mid = h eff /2, a practical ('user-friendly') form of the long-term dimensionless wind profile (5) can be written as
where from (7) and (9) the corresponding climatological stability function is approximately
with ψ− again given by (10) . The simplified long-term stability correction (12) tends to be dominated by the stable-side correction, which is proportional to height z, σ+ (variability of L −1 in stable conditions), and the fraction of conditions at a site which are stable, n+. The unstable component ψ− is positive and increases monotonically with height, but weaker than linear in z. Thus in the wind profile (e.g. Eqn. 11) the stability correction tends to have a stable contribution which increases the shear and wind with height, plus a weaker unstable contribution which opposes this; basically the end result is a climatological wind profile which has higher shear than the log-law over most of the ABL, but which also has decreasing shear as the effective (climatological) ABL 'top' (h eff ) is approached. The climatological stability correction and dimensionless wind profile are discussed and shown in more detail in [12] .
European Wind Atlas Method
The European Wind Atlas methodology [14] exploits the assumption that observation and prediction sites share the same geostrophic wind G (forcing, in a nonlocal statistical-mean sense), and models the effects of geostrophic-scale surface heat flux through perturbation theory. That is, the EWA method does large-scale (non-local, geostrophic) perturbation of (locally) observed wind statistics in its treatment of stability and vertical extrapolation. The height (zm) of minimum stability-induced wind deviations is determined from geostrophic theory (see Eqn. A.10 in Appendix), and the MoninObukhov (M-O) wind profile-which is originally valid on a local, microscale level-is perturbed around zm. The perturbations have essentially two kinds of contributions. First, the M-O form for wind speed is evaluated at zm, and has two components in its climatological stability correction: one due to fluctuations in surface heat flux (Obukhov length via rms value Hrms), and an "offset" piece due to stable conditions having a mean dominating effect on the wind shear (via L −1 off ∝ H off ). The second type of contribution to the perturbed M-O form consists of geostrophic-scale stability-induced perturbations of friction velocity, for a given forcing (derived from surface heat flux perturbations, see Appendix); these also include both an rms and offset component.
The EWA's total stability contribution to (perturbation of) the logarithmic wind profile for a given site and height z above the surface can be written simply as
i.e. the mean wind at height z is comprised of the sum of (13) and the logarithmic 'base' profile U0(z) ≡ u * 0κ −1 ln(z/z0). We also point out that for z0 the EWA uses a geostrophic-scale roughness, which for a given direction is calculated upwind via weighted averages [14] .
¶ Normalizing (13) by U0 for a given site, we obtain the dimensionless perturbation p , which expresses the relative effect of stability on the mean wind. A mean wind "correction factor" cf1 can be defined as the ratio of scaling factors at target ('receiver') and measurement ('source') sites, allowing calculation of the mean wind at height zrec over roughness z rec 0 from the wind measured at zsrc over z src 0 , i.e. via Urec/U0,rec = cf1 Usrc/U0,src ; this is indeed e.g. how the industry-standard software WAsP finds U (zrec, z rec 0 ) from U (zsrc, z src 0 ) (after accounting for variations in roughness and terrain elevation). The correction factor for wind can thus be expressed as
The EWA [14] used a perturbation of the geostrophic drag law around its basic form for neutral conditions to first order in (u * /f L) to obtain a relationship between perturbations du * and dH (see A.6 for full derivation); it then separates heat flux contributions into a mean 'offset' component H off and a fluctuating component Hrms, which subsequently give a ∆u * off and ∆u * rms. Using the expressions for du * developed in the Appendix to write {∆u * off , ∆u * rms} in terms of {H off , Hrms} and dividing (13) by U0, the dimensionless stability perturbation can be written compactly as p (z, z0, G, f, H off , Hrms), i.e. for a given site
Here we abbreviate ψW ≡ ψ(zm/L off ) + ψ−(zm/Lrms) as the effective stability function, and remind that zm actually depends on {z0, G, f }. The fluctuating contribution is modeled by the EWA through an unstable correction function ψ−(zm/Lrms), where Lrms is the Obukhov length corresponding to CrmsHrms (since Hrms ≥ 0), and Crms is a constant prescribed by [14] to be 0.6. The offset (mean) component of ψW depends on H off through L −1
off , and the EWA-recommended (WAsP default) over-land value of H off = −40 W m −2 leads to a stable contribution ψ+(zm/L off ) to ψW (if H off > 0 is chosen, then the unstable form ψ−(zm/L off ) is used in in Eqs. 13 and 15) . The ψ are calculated using Monin-Obukhov similarity functions [23] , with Obukhov length L defined using the respective offset and rms heat fluxes, along with the geostrophic-scale friction velocity. The latter is approximated by the EWA through the wind speed (U mpd ≡ A(1 + 2/k) 1/k ) corresponding to maximum available power density from observed (input) Weibull parameters, along with an assumed logarithmic profile for this statistic (u * = κU mpd / ln(z obs /z0)), again using the geostrophic (averaged upwind) roughness z0; see [14] for more details. The geostrophic wind speed can then be obtained from the geostrophic drag law
where A0 and B0 are the neutral barotropic geostrophic drag coefficients, taken to be 1.8 and 4.5, respectively [14] . The last term in the EWA non-dimensional wind perturbation (15) is independent of height, and represents the perturbation ∆u * /u * in near-surface geostrophic-scale friction velocity (u * ) due to surface-based stability contributions to the geostrophic balance, with aG ≡ 2.5g/(ρcpT0) * * arising from the definition of L. Note also that in (15) we have absorbed the functional dependences of zm(z0, G, f ) and u * (z0, G, f ) into ψW , to show with (13) that the EWA stability model gives only a linear height dependence of dimensional stability contributions to mean wind speed-the height z appears only in front of the bracketed term of (15) . One can also see from (15) that H off has a larger influence on the EWA stability correction than Hrms, particularly over land where H off is negative; this parameter tends to be the primary one dictating (the shear in) WAsP's vertical extrapolation. ¶ The European Wind Atlas (EWA) finds the geostrophic roughness upwind by geometric average (equivalent to averaging the logarithms of roughnesses), with weighting function exp(−r/ r ) for distance r upwind. The e-folding distance r is suggested to be 10 km [14] (which is the default value prescribed in e.g. WAsP).
The factor Crms leads to an effective EWA-recommended rms heat flux of 60 W/m 2 , from CrmsHrms =0.6×100 W/m 2 . The EWA-recommended (WAsP default)
value of Hrms=100 W/m 2 appears directly only in the perturbation of wind-speed variance, which is used for calculation of the Weibull-k profile; see [15] . Further, implementations of the EWA (e.g. WAsP 9-10) also include a damping coefficient exp[(−z/hg ) 1.5 ] multiplying the bracketed term in eqns. (13) and (15) 
Adaptation of statistical 'tall' profile to EWA framework
The long-term dimensionless profile (5) can be translated into an effective profile correction factor, i.e. expressed as perturbation-like form, by normalizing it with the neutral 'uncorrected' log-profile:
which is again a ratio taken from observation to prediction sites that share a wind climate (G), with the 'tall' long-term stability model for normalized deviations from the logarithmic profile (i.e. from eq. 11) denoted by p T . The dependence of U upon {z0m, σ±, n+, h eff , eff mid } is suppressed hereafter for notational simplicity.
Adaptation for use with geostrophic drag-law.
In order to use the probabilistic profile theory within the context of wind resource assessment, however, one must connect the statistics from a given observation site and the site of application, while accounting for the relevant differences between sites. Thus again the stability-induced long-term mean shift in geostrophic friction velocity needs to be treated (i.e. stable conditions affect u * for a given G), meaning the normalized dimensionless profile kU (z)/[u * 0 ln(z/z0)] will need to be multiplied by a factor (1 + ∆u * off /u * 0); since in practice the perturbation (aGH off /f G 2 , as seen in eq.15) is much smaller than 1, and because the the other normalized perturbations are relatively small, for the new 'tall' profile we approximate by adding aGH off /f G 2 to p T in (17) . Figure 1 shows the correction factor (17) as a function of target height, i.e. the dimensionless wind profile, for the case of observations taken at 40 m height, with stability statistics typical of those found from measurements at flat mid-latitude sites [12] : σ+ =0.007 m −1 , n+ =0.6 (i.e. negative heat flux or stable conditions 60% of the time), σ− =0.04 m −1 , and effective ABL depth of h eff =400 m over surface roughness length z0,rec = z0,src=3 cm. One can see from the figure that these values in effect correspond to the empirically determined values used by the EWA formulation, including the geostrophic 'offset' heat flux of H off =40 Wm Profile of mean wind speed correction factor (dimensionless wind profile) cf1(z) for source and target sites, via EWA (magenta) and new tall (blue/dashed) model (17) . Observation height is zsrc =40 m and corresponding roughness length is z0,src =3 cm; here with typical stability statistics {σ±, n+, h eff } and suggested EWA parameters {H off , Hrms}.
Adaptation for application over different roughnesses; consistency with geostrophic drag law.
Since the probabilistic dimensionless profile in (11) (and [12] ) was not derived with regard to application within the context of the geostrophic drag law, its mean stability function lacks the effect of a roughness-dependent geostrophic friction velocity, as in (16) . Simply using the profile correction factor (17), based on the probabilistic profile form (11), will result in an improper scaling of wind speed when using observation and target locations with different roughnesses; in fact, the z0-dependence of cf1 will be dominated by [ln(z/z0)]−1, giving the opposite trend than observed in reality. Invoking a scale-separation argument (the geostrophic scales are much larger than the footprint of surface heat fluxes), the 'missing' geostrophic friction velocity dependence can be put into ψ , knowing that L −1 ∝ u −3 * . Because the stable side dominates the stability correction, a simple model is to multiply L −1 |+-and thus ψ +-by [u * (z0)/u * (z0s)] −3 , where u * (z0s) is simply a reference friction velocity, equal to the (minimum) geostrophic friction velocity (i.e. G(z0s) via Eq. 16) occurring over sea roughness z0s. Accounting for this, the new model profile can be expressed as p T and cast in a way to allow comparison with the accepted EWA form (15): Here in (18) using (7) and (9-10) with C± from [12] , we have
denoting the probabilistic stability function modified to account for having different roughness lengths at observation and prediction sites, when relating via Gsrc = Grec. The factor (18) is normalized as in the perturbation-form stability corrections employed by WAsP [14] . Figure 2 shows the effective roughness dependence of the adapted tall-profile treatment, along with the EWA behaviour. One can see from the figure that the model incorporating the geostrophic- Figure 2 . cf1 as function of roughness length, for EWA (magenta) and new (blue) model including geostrophic u * (z0) dependence (19) . Left: for varying observation-site geostrophic roughness z0src, given a receiver site z0rec=10 cm; right: as a function of target site geostrophic roughness z0rec, given an observation site roughness of 3 cm. Both are for receiver (target) height of zrec =140 m, given an observation (source) height of zsrc =40 m. Black/dotted lines: using (12) for ψ , without geostrophic adaptation.
scale roughness effect on friction velocity into the new stability treatment (19) produces a very similar z0-dependence in predicted mean wind speed compared to the EWA. Neglecting such a dependence would in effect render the new statistical profile treatment incompatible with application of the geostrophic drag law at two sites; this is shown by the black dotted lines in Figure 2 , which show cf1(z0) using (12) for ψ instead of its geostrophic-adapted form (19) . We further see that for the profile to be consistent with the geostrophic drag law, then G/u * from (16) should be consistent with the coefficient of the geostrophic-matching term,
which is observed to be of order 1 (e.g. [12, 13] ). Such a value-and consistency with the geostrophic drag law-is only possible when setting ψ = ψ G, i.e. including the u * dependence as in (19) . Otherwise, unreasonably large magnitudes of the h eff /2 eff 'matching' term ensue.
VALIDATION AND RESULTS
Self-predictions of wind speed employing both the EWA model and the adapted new model were made at a total of 8 onshore and 5 offshore sites, with each site having observations at numerous measurement heights. Four of the offshore sites are located around the North Sea and use LIDAR (Siri, TAQA platform, Utsira, Schooner, see [24] ), with one offshore site (Stora Middelgrund) located between Sweden and Denmark; the microscale winds of all offshore sites are unaffected by coasts. One land site, Østerild, uses LIDAR data; the LIDAR is located in an extended clearing within a limited forest, but we use only measurements higher than twice the mean tree height in order to avoid the forest-induced roughness sublayer and also related distortion of the LIDAR measurements [25] . All of the land sites are in relatively flat terrain;
Wind Energ. , while the others have relatively insignificant roughness changes. The Hamburg data is for the sectors in a suburban environment, as discussed in [12] . An integer number of years of data, consisting of 10-minute mean winds and directions, were used from each site; each dataset has a recovery rate greater than 90%, with only randomly distributed gaps. The sites used in this study are listed in Table I 
Extrapolation without flux observations
Results of our vertical extrapolation calculations are given in Figure 3 , which shows the mean absolute error for upward extrapolations as a function of relative extrapolation distance ln(zrec/zsrc); the error, i.e. difference between predictions and measurements at heights zrec, is given for both the EWA model (blue, using standard WAsP settings for its stability treatment, as below Eq .15) comparison, in the new model we used values of the stability variability parameters σ± and n± that correspond to the † † Note at Risø there is a narrow, shallow fjord affecting the mast, but only for a narrow range of wind directions. Figs. 1-2) , and with effective ABL depths of 400 m and 250 m (for terrestrial and off-shore sites, respectively).
‡ ‡ This was done because it is the 'default' method, i.e. the settings most likely employed by a wind assessment engineer lacking any stability information (below we treat cases using measured stability statistics). Note the predictions shown in Fig. 3 include minor terrain effects due to the inclusion of the EWA (WAsP) models for roughness and terrain elevation changes; this was done to evaluate the models' performance in the most realistic manner possible (again, the 'default' way that the model would be used), and to facilitate comparison to observed results. The sites considered have minimal elevation changes, and with the exception of Høvsøre (located 1.5km from the coast), have only minor roughness-changes that do not significantly influence the modelled or measured winds.
From Figure 3 one can see that the new model reduces the absolute error for nearly all extrapolations. The figure also shows enhanced improvement for more drastic extrapolations, though these are less common in practice (as well as in the measurements), as evidenced by the increased bin widths; for example a value of ln(zrec/zsrc) equal to 2.2 corresponds to extrapolation to 9 times the observation height (which amounts to extrapolating measurements from around 10-15 m to typical hub heights). While there is improvement shown by the new 'tall' model, one can also see that the variability for a given extrapolation distance is appreciably larger than the improvement afforded by the new model.
Results for representative extrapolations at a number of onshore mast sites are shown in Table II , where the 'source' and 'receiver' (target) heights were chosen as those most resembling typical measurement and hub heights at each site. For this first comparison, in the new model we used values of {σ±, n+} corresponding to the recommended EWA (default WAsP) parameter values of {H off , Hrms} over land, as in Figs. 1-2 . From the table one sees that the probabilistic model, implemented as described above, gives predictions which tend to be better than those of the current EWA/WAsP method. However, we note that such predictions will be changed when the values of σ± are calculated (or adjusted to be representative) for the given sites, giving overall improvement of the new model's predictions as shown in section 3.2. Table II . Extrapolation error at various sites, using available heights {zsrc, zrec} closest to typical measurement and prediction levels.
Extrapolation including measured flux statistics
For several test sites (Cabauw, Hamburg, Høvsøre), sonic anemometers were part of the instrumentation, giving velocity component, temperature and flux statistics (see e.g. [12] for more details). For these sites, we also did extrapolations using (12) in (18) and (17) with the momentum flux and heat flux statistics, via the stability variability parameters σ± calculated as in (4) from 10m-height sonic anemometer measurements at each of these sites. Figure 4 shows the mean absolute error per relative extrapolation ln(zrec/zsrc), for the new model both using the default values (as in Fig. 3 ) and using observed flux statistics, compared to the EWA/WAsP model. Note that the bin widths are wider in Fig. 4 , because there were less data points in the dataset (3 sites) where σ± could be calculated; again the bins were chosen such that each contained the same number of samples. From Figure 4 one can see that using the stability measurements leads to further improvement of the extrapolations compared to the EWA method, with systematically smaller absolute error per extrapolation distance. There is a minor exception to the general improvement, for extreme extrapolations to at least 10 times measurement height. This is not unexpected, and does not significantly impact use of the new model with flux statistics-addition of surface-layer flux information is not expected to improve extrapolation of surface-layer wind data to heights which may sometimes lie above the ABL and are more directly affected by the capping inversion, and such extrapolation (e.g. from 10-15 m to 100-250 m) is not recommended. For extrapolations of ln(zrec/zsrc) ≈0.4 (about 50% above measurement height), the new model including flux information gives mean absolute errors slightly larger than the EWA model. But, as shown in Figure 5 , for extrapolations of ∼ 50% the mean error from the new model including fluxes is a bit smaller than those from the EWA. Overall, Fig. 5 shows that the new model using default settings gives mean extrapolation error closer to zero than the EWA model, and that using flux observations tends to reduce this error further. We note however, that while an improvement can be seen using the new model, the differences between new and old (EWA/WAsP) tend to be of the same magnitude (or smaller) than the standard deviation per log-extrapolation distance (represented by the bars in Figs. 3-5 ). The new model with default settings gives smaller standard deviations of absolute error per extrapolation distance than the EWA, as shown in Figure 6 (and by the error bars in the preceding plots); this is also generally true of the new model using observed fluxes, though the added flux information translates into more variability at some extrapolation distances. From the plots using the limited number of sites that include sonic anemometer flux measurements, i.e. Figures 4-5 , one might expect little improvement from the new model for more 'conservative' extrapolations to heights less than double the observation height (ln[zrec/zsrc] 0.7); however, the reader is reminded that the full data set here, as seen in Figure 3 , shows improvement of the new model over the EWA for such 'typical' extrapolations. 
Uncertainty in vertical extrapolation
In the previous section we evaluated the performance of the original EWA and new 'tall' vertical extrapolation modelling, but this can also be extended to gauge the uncertainty in the models. Looking at the figures of the previous section, one can see direct correspondence between absolute error in wind speed and relative vertical extrapolation (zrec/zsrc). Considering all the data in this work, i.e. Figure 3 , along with the fact that the EWA's perturbation form (13) is dominated by contributions that involve ln(z/z0) and z/zm and this is applied as source-receiver ratios as in Eq. 14, one may expect the extrapolation error to be proportional to some combination of ln(zrec/zsrc) and (zrec/zsrc). This is also expected when using the adapted 'tall' model as well, due to the logarithmic and linear z-dependences in the climatological profile (11) and associated stability correction (12) . Indeed, for extrapolations up to twice a given measurement height, as seen by the linear trend in Figure 3 , the absolute error has a behavior of roughly |%error| zrec<2zsrc ≈ 0.6% + cε0 ln zrec zsrc .
We find a proportionality constant cε0 of approximately 2% for the EWA model (14) (15) . For the new tall profile model (11) (12) adapted to the EWA perturbation framework (i.e. Eqs. [17] [18] [19] , the extrapolation error and thus the coefficient in (21) is smaller, cε0 ∼1.3%, reflecting improved performance and presumably lower uncertainty. Using the EWA (WAsP) framework with either model, one may take (21) as an estimate for the uncertainty for 'typical' extrapolations, i.e. not significantly beyond twice the observation height. For more extreme extrapolations, the mean error deviates from logarithmic. For extrapolations beyond twice the measurement height, the uncertainty could be estimated using a form involving both dependences; e.g. a log-linear form cε ln(zrec/zsrc) + c lin (zrec/zsrc), where {cε, c lin } would be roughly {4, 0.5}% for the EWA/WAsP model and {2.5, 0.3}% for the new tall model. We re-iterate that our uncertainty estimates (and thus Eq. 21) are based on fewer than 15 sites, and that the bin-wise standard deviation (as seen in Fig.6 ) is nearly as large as the mean absolute error.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Here we have adapted the probabilistic 'tall' dimensionless profile theory of [12] for use within the framework of the European Wind Atlas (EWA) methodology [14] , i.e. to be consistent with site-to-site application via the geostrophic drag law. The dimensionless climatological wind profile (5) is a natural choice for extension of the EWA methodology, since it is expressed simply as a logarithmic piece plus terms for the effects of stability and ABL-depth. Using U/u * 0 facilitates treatment of 'direct' (e.g. Monin-Obukhov) stability corrections separately from (geostrophic-scale) surface friction velocity perturbations, as in the EWA. We have made a simplification by defining the mean dimensionless wind through integration over the stability distribution P (L −1 )dL −1 , effectively simplifying the joint behavior of u * 0 and L −1 . We have also implicitly assumed u * 0 to be Weibull-distributed-which is an inherent consequence of the form of the firstorder EWA treatment as well. The applicability of the stability-based simplification becomes weaker over water, where the 
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DOI: 10.1002/we Prepared using weauth.cls air-sea temperature difference ∆Taw becomes the relevant quantity (as opposed to the near-surface heat flux and L), and where u * 0 and L −1 have a more complicated relationship that may demand 'two-dimensional' treatment, i.e. consideration of the joint probability density P (∆Taw, u * ). This is reflected (and practically compensated for) by the σ+ used over sea in practical implementation (WAsP), which to match the successful EWA surface-layer mean-wind modeling, is set to be smaller than the average σ+ found from over-sea measurements and mesoscale modelling made thus far (e.g. [26] ). Details of the latter are beyond the scope of this work, but progress continues in this area.
To make the dimensionless wind profile amenable for use with the geostrophic drag law (16) applied in the EWA, we retain the mean geostrophic-scale ('offset') heat flux contribution perturbing the (mean) friction velocity, as in the perturbation form of the EWA. This is necessary to account for the effect of heat flux upon the geostrophic balance, whereby the integrated atmospheric boundary-layer momentum transfer (in effect from geostrophic level to the ground) is different than for neutral conditions. For a given G, the neutral value of u * is in effect perturbed (to first order, see Appendix) by the geostrophic-scale mean heat flux H offset , which leads to a height-independent "offset" of the implied long-term mean wind profile. We have normalized the new 'tall' form for dimensionless profile U/u * 0 by its logarithmic component, then included the (geostrophic) ∆u * 0 "offset" term in the profile. This normalization, consistent with the EWA form, results in a perturbative mean wind profile expression (1 + ∆U/U0) which, while containing terms nonlinear in the height z above ground, does not vary through the ABL as much as the EWA form. That is, the new model has decreasing shear as the climatological effective ABL 'top' is approached, as the mean wind approaches the mean geostrophic value (and the mean direction changes as well, not explicitly represented in the new model). The new adapted wind profile model can be viewed like a perturbation around z 0 (actually z0), whereas the EWA version is a linear perturbation around z = zm; thus we allay concerns with the new model retaining a geostrophic piece, i.e. the geostrophic-scale "offset" heat flux being affected by the surface-layer shear dU/dz (below zm). However, the offset term ∆u * off (and thus H off ) might be expected to depend slightly on the newly-utilized stability statistics (primarily the effective width ∼ n+σ+ of the stability distribution during stable conditions), though this small effect is neglected in the current treatment. Further, to adapt the probabilistically-derived mean wind profile for application from one surface to another, the geostrophic-scale effect of roughness was included in the stability treatment, modeled in a way consistent with the EWA treatment. Doing so involves a low-order model with uncertainty, on par with application of the first-order EWA methodology.
The performance of both the new 'tall' model and the WAsP/EWA 'standard' model for vertical extrapolation was investigated at a significant number of ideal (relatively homogeneous, mostly flat) sites on land and offshore, over a large number of extrapolation distances. Without including measured heat flux statistics, the tall model performed a bit better than the EWA model, though the improvement was not large compared to the variability in extrapolation errors. Guided by the form of the EWA extrapolation model and the extrapolation error results, we suggest a basic form (21) for estimating the uncertainty in vertical extrapolation using the original EWA formulation. Similarly we arrive at the same form for the adapted 'tall' model, with a slightly different constant reflecting the smaller expected error in the new model. We also consider extrapolations at a small number of sites with sonic anemometers measuring fluxes of heat and momentum, using the flux statistics in the new model; inclusion of this information improves the results further over the EWA method, generally compensating (perhaps over-compensating) for the negative bias seen using the EWA method with default settings.
Implications and ongoing work
While the 'tall profile' adaptation and implementation modestly improved results for upward extrapolation of long-term mean wind speed, we point out that for prediction of annual energy production (AEP), one must also use an appropriately modified model for vertical extrapolation profile of the Weibull-k parameter or long-term second-moment of wind speed. The EWA framework includes such a model for Weibull-k and long-term U 2 , while a successful 'tall' implementation is currently under development and testing [15] .
Continuing work also includes universal characterization of the connection between the distributions of stability P (L −1 ) and shear dU/dz in the surface layer, particularly under stable conditions, to produce useful estimates of the primary profile-impacting parameter σ+ from measured wind shear statistics. Further concurrent work includes incorporation of expected ABL depth distributions in the theory, including correlation with stability, for improvement of Weibull-k profiles obtained via profiles of long-term higher (e.g. second) moments of the wind speed along with the mean wind. Also under development is a model of the turning of the wind with height (veer), consistent with the probabilistic theory and geostrophic drag-law application.
